Clean by Peroxy is a Green Seal™ Certified all-purpose cleaner that is formulated with the cleaning power of peroxide. One product does it all! Clean windows, mirrors, floors, walls, carpets, restrooms, kitchens, tile and grout without streaking. With Clean by Peroxy, you can minimize the number of products in your cleaning program; simplifying training and inventory management.
ALL YOU NEED:
Pale blue in color, with a fresh spring rain fragrance, Clean by Peroxy is pleasant to use. It tackles most soils and can be characterized as an all-you-need, all-purpose cleaner. Clean by Peroxy has been created from specially selected surfactants and blended with hydrogen peroxide. This combination provides unprecedented cleaning action to most surfaces and surface soils. Clean by Peroxy will even tackle grease and grime found in grout and on glazed ceramic tile!

ONE PRODUCT SIMPLICITY:
Clean by Peroxy is a unique product that will effectively clean windows, mirrors, floors, walls, carpets, restrooms, kitchens, tile and grout without streaking. By stocking Clean by Peroxy in your inventory, you minimize SKUs, inventory surplus, and employee training. Having one product to choose from will reduce accidental product mix-ups.

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE:
Clean by Peroxy is non-combustible and it does not contribute to the production of photochemical smog, tropospheric ozone or poor indoor air quality. Clean by Peroxy will not contribute to eutrophication.

Be sure to read all Directions, Precautionary and First Aid Statements on product labels before use of this or any Spartan product. Material Safety Data Sheets for all Spartan products are available from your authorized Spartan distributor or by visiting www.spartanchemical.com.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
Always pretest for colorfastness in an inconspicuous area before use. Do not use on marble and other acid sensitive surfaces. Do not use with metal drum or pail pumps.

Glass Cleaner: Dilute at 1:128 (1 oz./gal.) for everyday glass and mirror cleaning. Spray surface and wipe with a lint-free cloth.

Light-Duty Cleaning: Dilute at 1:64 (2 oz./gal.) for everyday light-duty cleaning. Spray surface and wipe with sponge, brush, mop or other cleaning cloth.

Medium-Duty Cleaning: Dilute at 1:32 (4 oz./gal.). Spray surface and wipe with sponge, brush, mop or other cleaning cloth.

Heavy-Duty Cleaning and Degreasing: Dilute at 1:10 (12 oz./gal.). Spray surface and wipe with sponge, brush, mop or other cleaning cloth.

For Daily Damp Mopping: Dilute 1:128 (1 oz./gal.). Fill bucket. Mop with Clean by Peroxy. Pick up the soil and excess cleaner with a clean mop. Rinse mops frequently and change solution as needed.

Carpet Extraction: Dilute at 1:64 (2 oz./gal.). Fill extraction equipment. Extract carpet.

Note: Cold water is recommended for dilution.

SPECIFICATION DATA:
Specific Gravity – 1.014
Density – 8.45 lbs./gallon
pH Concentrate – 2.0 - 3.0
Flash Point – none
Stability
a. Shelf @ 24°C/75°F – One year minimum
b. Accelerated @ 49°C/120°F – 30 days minimum
d. Miscibility – Complete in all proportions in both hot and cold water.

Phosphate Free, Biodegradable